
 

 

 

 Metaorganization Assignment: You have undertaken an assignment 
for your metaorganization. Check each metaorg for which you 
received an assignment and the circle whether you succeeded or failed 
in the assignment. 

Mounted Borderers Success  Failure 

The Battirovka Family Success Failure 

Success indicates you may waive all time-based requirements for 
eligibility to the next tier. Failure indicates all time-based requirements 
for the next tier are doubled. 

 Tension in the Viscounty: The results of your simple trek into the 
Gnarley Forest have resulted in far more than you ever thought. Check 
all results that apply based on how you completed VER6-01: The 
Discontent of our Winter. 

 Accusation against House Langmuir: You have implicated 
House Langmuir in the theft of the food. 

 Accusation against the Tritheonites: You have accused the 
Church of Trithereon of framing House Langmuir in the theft of 
the food. 

 Accusation against House Avgustin: You have connected 
House Avgustin with the Church of Trithereon’s efforts to frame 
House Langmuir. 

 False Testimony: You have assisted the Church of Trithereon 
in a conspiracy to frame House Langmuir for the theft of the 
food. 

Influence with the Church of Trithereon: The Trithereonites are 
grateful for your discretion. This is four (4) influence points with the 
Church of Trithereon. Check off each influence point as it is used. 

�  �  �  � 

In addition to the uses for influence allowed in Verbobonc, this 
influence (and only this influence) may be used to negate the 
following punishments as listed in the regional document: Laws of the 
Viscounty: A Guide to Justice in the Viscounty of Verbobonc 

Blasphemy  2 IP 
Disturbing the peace 1 IP 
Interfering with the Representative of a Noble  1 IP 
Ownership of Illegal Goods 2 IP 
Perjury  2 IP 
Trespassing 2 IP 

Any use of the influence to negate punishment for another individual 
other than you costs 1 additional Influence Point with the Church of 
Trithereon. 

This Record Certifies that 
____________________________ 

Played  
by________________________________ 

Player RPGA # 
 

Has been played 
VER6-01: The Discontent of our Winter 

A regional adventure set in the Verbobonc Region 
And received the following regional documentation. 

 

This documentation may be amended, changed, revoked, or rescinded by the Verbobonc 
Triad at any point. Please contact the Verbobonc Triad via the Verbobonc website at 
http://verbobonc.net if you have any questions.  

Event: __________________ Date: ________ 
 
 
DM:______________________________________ 
 Signature   RPGA # 
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